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When to use FuelPHP? 
•  FuelPHP is a framework that supports building 

data-oriented web applications 
–  data stored in a database, file system, other web sites 
–  has some user interaction 
–  needs different views on the same data (including 

filtering, ordering, etc.) 
–  involves different user roles 

•  FuelPHP provides solutions for typical web 
application needs. 

•  No "silver bullet": as any framework, FuelPHP 
requires some learning and some development 
overhead. 



When not to use FuelPHP? 

•  Don't use it for too small/simple projects 
(e.g. the First Homework) 

•  Don't use if you can do with existing web 
platforms: 
– use WordPress if it's something similar to 

blogging or a simple CMS 
– use Joomla or Drupal for CMS's 
– use PhpBB if you need a forum 
– all of the above allow customizations via API 



FuelPHP and development 
approaches 

•  Works with "waterfall" approach 
•  Works in incremental models as well 

– create what you know/can initially, 
– scaffolding in the initial phase if needed, 
– migrations later. 



SETTING UP A FUELPHP 
PROJECT 



NetBeans plugin 
•  NetBeans IDE has a plugin 

"PHP FuelPHP Framework"  
•  Does not do much, but: 

–  adds project type "FuelPHP 
project"; 

•  FuelPHP projects have a 
specific icon; 

– makes the important folders 
easier to find; 

–  navigation between view and 
matching controller action; 

–  improves autocompleting. 

v0.9.0	  currently	  



General structure of FuelPHP 
folders 
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Installation path 

•  FuelPHP likes to be installed at the root of 
server 
– That is, www.eventual.org, not 

www.my-cool-domain.com/projects/eventual 
•  This is best achieved using a virtual host. 
•  In WampServer,  

– use "c:\wamp\apps" directory for files 
– use "c:\wamp\vhosts" for configuration 



Setting up a virtual host for 
FuelPHP 

C:\windows\system32\drivers\etc\hosts:	   	  AddiConal	  2	  lines:	  
127.0.0.1 ! !www.fueldemo.com!
127.0.0.1 ! !fueldemo.com!

C:\wamp\apps\	   	   	   	  Create	  new	  FuelPHP	  project	  named	  "fueldemo"	  here!

C:\wamp\vhosts\ 	   	   	  Add	  new	  file	  fueldemo.conf:	  
!
NameVirtualHost *:80!
!
<VirtualHost *:80>!
    ServerAdmin webmaster@fueldemo.com!
    DocumentRoot "C:/wamp/apps/fueldemo/public"!
    ServerName www.fueldemo.com!
    ServerAlias fueldemo.com!
    <Directory  "c:/wamp/apps/fueldemo/public">!
        Order Deny,Allow!
        Deny from all!
        Allow from 127.0.0.1!
        AllowOverride All!

! !Options Followsymlinks!
!</Directory>!

</VirtualHost>!



After a "successful" installation 

As	  of	  version	  1.6.1,	  FuelPHP	  uses	  Composer	  to	  manage	  its	  
dependencies.	  
At	  the	  first	  execuCon,	  it	  noCces	  outdated	  dependent	  
libraries.	  
	  
To	  install	  this,	  you	  need	  to	  use	  PHP	  command	  line	  interface.	  
	  
InstrucCon:	  	  
hOps://www.dropbox.com/s/w4azobicdpvnkce/fuelphp.docx	  



Configuring PHP command-line 

1.	  

2.	  

3.	  



Handling github downloads 

•  Some packages are hosted on github, 
bitbucket or other GIT hosts 

•  Install a GIT client on your computer first 
– http://git-scm.com/download/ 



After configuring command line: 
C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator>cd \wamp\apps\fueldemo 
 
C:\wamp\apps\fueldemo>php composer.phar update --prefer-source 
Warning: This development build of composer is over 30 days old. It is recommend 
ed to update it by running "composer.phar self-update" to get the latest version. 
 
Loading composer repositories with package information 
Updating dependencies (including require-dev) 
  - Installing psr/log (1.0.0) 
    Cloning fe0936ee26643249e916849d48e3a51d5f5e278b 
 
  - Installing monolog/monolog (1.5.0) 
    Cloning 583618d5cd2115a52101694aca87afb182b3e567 
 
  - Installing fuelphp/upload (2.0) 
    Cloning 68bfab6f732af326ff0b364b996b15c250014a8b 
 
monolog/monolog suggests installing mlehner/gelf-php (Allow sending log messages 
 to a GrayLog2 server) 
monolog/monolog suggests installing raven/raven (Allow sending log messages to a 
 Sentry server) 
monolog/monolog suggests installing doctrine/couchdb (Allow sending log messages 
 to a CouchDB server) 
monolog/monolog suggests installing ext-amqp (Allow sending log messages to an A 
MQP server (1.0+ required)) 
monolog/monolog suggests installing ext-mongo (Allow sending log messages to a M 
ongoDB server) 
Writing lock file 
Generating autoload files 
 



After the installation and Composer 
package update 



Installation: a video 

•  A screencast of the installation procedure 
available here: 
–  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khY7aobEIZM  



MVC  



MVC = Model + View + Controller 

•  MVC is a code 
layering principle 

•  Separates code by 
its function: 
– data retrieval and 

storing: model 
– presentation of 

data: view 
– working with user 

input: controller 



MVC: an example 

•  Scenario 
– context: our example event registration 

system 
–  the user is sent a link to the event display 

form 
!http://eventual.org/event/view/459!

 



MVC: an example (cont'd) 
•  To show the form http://eventual.org/event/view/459 

the following happens: 
–  checking URL parameters to find out which controller to 

instantiate and what method to call 
•  done by the framework, according to routes, 
•  result: controller "event", method "action_view", parameter: "459" 

–  checking if "459" looks like a valid parameter 
•  done by the controller  

–  querying the database for an event with id=459 
•  done by the model  

–  checking if the database lookup returned any results 
•  done by the controller 

–  creating a HTML page which displays event data 
•  done in a view 



CONTROLLERS 



Controller in MVC 
•  Controller is the central part in an MVC 

–  it contains business logic 
–  it works with user inputs 
–  it sends user the output 
–  it picks the needed models and views 

•  In FuelPHP, an abstract base class Controller is 
defined 
–  When creating your controller, make it "inherits 
Controller"  

–  Convention requires that your controller names are 
prefixed with "Controller_" 

•  Classes in /fuel/app/classes/controller are routed to  
the web 



Controller actions 

•  Actions are public methods of controller 
class 
–  In FuelPHP, action name should be prefixed 

with "action_" 
– Every "action_something" method can be 

accessed from web (is addressable) 
•  Public methods not marked as "action" 

can be called from other parts of your 
code, but not visible on the web 



FuelPHP controller: an example 
class Controller_Blogpost extends Controller !
{!
!

!public function action_view($id = null)!
!{!
! !$data['blogpost'] = Model_Blogpost::find($id);!

!
! !is_null($id) and Response::redirect('Blogpost');!

!
! !return View::forge('blogpost/view', $data);!
!}!

}!
!
This can be accessed as !
http://example.com/blogpost/view/100!
(assuming the default routing is used)!

FuelPhp's	  way	  of	  saying	  	  
 if (is_null($id)) {!
   Response::redirect('Blogpost');!
}!

	  



Response object in a controller 

•  "Response" is a FuelPHP class which: 
– encapsulates output body 
– useful for sending HTTP headers 
– provides redirect functionality 

•  can be created by instantiating: 
$r = new Response("<h1>Hello world</h1>");!

•  or by a static method ::forge() call 
$r = Response::forge("<h1>Hello world</h1>");!



Results of controller actions 
•  Any controller action must return a Response object 

–  or anything that can be cast to a string 
•  Response object either contains  

–  generated response content: 
return Response::forge("<h1>Hello, world!</h1>");!

–  some content and status code: 
return Response::forge("<h1>Sorry, not found!</h1>",  

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !404);!
–  content, status code and headers: 

$response = new Response();!
$response->set_header('Content-Type', 'text/plain');!
$response->body = "Plain text demo";!
return $response;!
 



Request object 
•  Controller has a property "Request" which gives 

more information about the request context: 
–  what controller & what action was called 
–  what were the parameters 

•  http://docs.fuelphp.com/classes/request.html 
!
class Controller_Lecture extends Controller {!
public function action_demo()!

!{!
!  $action_name = $this->request->route->action;!
!  #should output "demo" !!
!  return Response::forge($action_name); !
!}!

}!



VIEWS 



An MVC view 

•  A view is a thin layer of presentation 
•  It should contain  

– as much HTML as possible 
– as little PHP as possible 

•  Views are not limited to HTML, can return 
XML, plain text or anything else 



Printouts 
•  Input data may be passed to the view 
•  Views may use "echo" to print out data 
•  PHP syntax has to be used 
For example 
<html>!
<body>!
!<h1><?php echo $event_title;?></h1>!

</body>!
</html>!
•  Think of "rendering a view" as executing the script 

fragments in it and collecting all the outputs in a 
string. 



Preparing data for a view 

•  A controller decides to invoke a view 
•  View variables can be passed passed as an 

associative array: 
//controller code  
$view_data = array();!
$view_data['event_title'] = 'Birthday';!
$view_data['event_date'] = '2012-10-15';!
$view = View::forge('event/view', $view_data);!

•  Each array key becomes a variable (with 
the same name) in the view:  
<!--view code-->  
<h1><?php echo $event_date?></h1>  
<h2><?php echo $event_title?></h2>!

 



Preparing data for a view (2) 
•  Another option: setting variables as 

properties: 
$demoview = View::forge('event/view');!
$demoview->set('event_title', 'Birthday');!
$demoview->set('event_date', '2012-10-15');!

•  If you forge a Response object, view is 
"executed" automatically: 
return Response::forge($demoview);!

•  You may want to render the view 
explicitly. Do it by forced type juggling: 
$viewresult = (string)$demoview;!
!



Data escaping 
•  Variables in views are automatically passed 

through `htmlentities()` function 
•  If you do it explicitly, the entities get double-

escaped: 
–  e.g. & is converted to &amp; and then to 

&amp;amp; 
•  If you need/want to escape data yourself: 

– APPPATH\config\config.php file, replace "true" 
with "false" 
 'auto_filter_output'  => true, 



Syntax in views 
•  Data passed to view may be of complex nature 
•  You may want to use loops and conditionals 
•  FuelPHP encourages using "alternate syntax" of 

loops: 
foreach ($blogposts as $blogpost): !
!//do something!

endforeach;!
•  It improves readability and is self-documenting 

•  Smarty or other template engines can be used 
with FuelPHP  
(http://docs.fuelphp.com/packages/parser/intro.html) 



VIEWMODELS 



What is a viewmodel 
•  Viewmodel contains presentation data preparation 

logic 
–  not for data manipulations 
–  only for generating presentation 
–  may contain database calls 

•  Example:  
–  you implement a view "show book data".  
–  when the view is rendered, "top 10 books" list is show in 

the aside 
–  preparation of "top 10 books" could be done in viewmodel 

•  Without a viewmodel, this logic would be put in 
controller action 
–  if you are not sure you need a viewmodel, don't use it 



Using a viewmodel 
•  The controller must call into a viewmodel 

instead of a view 
•  Instead of: 

–  $this->template->content = View::forge… 
•  Now you will use 

–  $this->template->content = Viewmodel::forge… 
•  FuelPHP  

–  looks for particular ViewModel, creates its instance 
–  calls the "View()" method 
–  then looks for a View with the same name and 

passes the data to it. 



Building a viewmodel 
•  Put your viewmodels in APPPATH/classes/view/

controllername, for instance: 
–  …/classes/view/event/ 

•  Each viewmodel is a separate file 
•  File name is equivalent to view name 
•  Class name should be: 

–  View_ControllerName_Viewname 
•  Viewmodel class should inherit from ViewModel base 

class 
•  Must implement the "view()" method.  
•  Can set $this->somevariable and it is later 

available in the view. 



Example ViewModel 
<?php!
class View_Demo_Lecture1 extends ViewModel!
{!

!public function view()!
!{!
!    //gets the hour portion of date!
!    $now = new DateTime();!
!    $hours = $now->format("G");!

!
!    if ($hours < 12) !
! !$this->title = "Labrīt";!
!    elseif ($hours < 18)!
! !$this->title = "Labdien";!
!    elseif ($hours < 24)!
! !$this->title = "Labvakar";!
!}!

}!
!



TEMPLATED CONTROLLERS 



The template 

•  A typical web application has similar layout 
in every page 
– background images, colors, layout 

•  A huge portion of page is actually static 
and does not need to be included in every 
view. 

staCc	  menu	  

dynamic	  content	  
dynamic	  
sub-‐	  
menu	  



Template controller 

•  FuelPHP provides a specific base class 
"Controller_Template": 
– Each view is rendered, using a template file 

APPPATH/views/template.php  
– The template itself is a view.  
– Template contains "placeholders" where 

actual content will come. 
 



An example template.php 
<!DOCTYPE html>!
<html>!
    <head>!
!<title></title>!
!<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/

html; charset=UTF-8">!
    </head>!
    <body>!
!<header>!
!    <nav>Static top navigation bar</nav>!
!</header>!
!<section>!
!    <aside><?php echo $left_menu?></aside>!
!    <article><?php echo $main_content?></article>!
!</section>!

    </body>!
</html>!



Creating a template controller 
•  Instead of Controller, inherit from 
Controller_Template class. 

•  The Controller_Template class has a property 
"template", which is used to transfer data to 
the template. 
$this->template->main_content=  
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !"<h3>Hello!</h3>";!

•  Template controller actions do not have to 
return a Response object, this is done 
automatically. 



Using views in template controller 

•  You can assign a View object to a 
template property: 
$this->template->main_content = ! !
!    View::forge('demo/Lecture2');!

•  When the template is rendered, such view 
is executed as well 

•  Each view can be forged with its own data 
set (by passing the second parameter to 
"forge" method) 



Example template controller 
<?php!
!
class Controller_Hello extends Controller_Template{!
 public function action_World () {!
  $this->template->title = 'Hello &raquo; World';!
  $this->template->content = View::forge('hello/World');!
 }!
}!
!



MODELS IN FUELPHP 



Model in MVC 

•  Models take care of data retrieval and 
persistence 

•  FuelPHP: 
– An abstract class Model exists, but no base 

functionality provided 
– Different options:   

•  Do all by yourself (if working with relational 
database, good to use the DB class) 

•  Model_Crud base class 
•  Model class from ORM namespace – ORM models 



Creating a simple model 
•  Create a model, put it in APPPATH/classes/model 
•  Inherit from \Model class:!

class Model_Event extends \Model {!
!public function get_events() {!

  !   $example_return = array(!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !"2012-10-16"=>"Lecture",!

               ! !   "2012-10-23"=>"Test");!
        return $example_return; ! !!
    }!
}!

•  This example returns static data, but database reads, file 
system access or any else actions could be performed 
here 



Accessing the model from view 

•  Create a new object instance: 
$sampleEvent = new Model_Event();!

•  Since FuelPHP has autoloading, model class 
file is found and loaded automatically. 

•  To avoid namespace confusion, add a use 
statement to controller class: 
– use \Model_Event;!

•  Typically, a model method returns some data 
and the controller passes it into a view. 



Example of controller accessing a 
model 

use \Model_Event;!
!
class Controller_Demo extends Controller_Template{!
  public function action_Lecture1() {!
!$this->template->title = 'Demo';!

!
!//we work with a single instance of Event model!
!$eventList = new Model_Event();!
!//viewdata will be used to transfer data to view!
!$viewdata = array();!
!$viewdata["events"]= $eventList->get_events();!
!!
!$this->template->content =  

            View::forge('demo/Lecture1', $viewdata);!
  }!
}!



ACCESSING THE DATABASE 
FROM A MODEL 



•  A FuelPHP model can access a database 
in several ways: 
–  "old school", by connecting directly to the 

database (mysqli driver) 
– using database access functions provided by 

FuelPHP 
–  inheriting from "Model_Crud" or "ORM\Model" 

specific classes 



Working with data (old school, 
mysqli) 

$mysqli = new mysqli("localhost", !
! ! !    "my_username", !
! ! !    "my_verysecretpassword", !
! ! !    "my_database_name");!
!!

$stmt = $mysqli->prepare("insert into  
! ! ! ! !event(event_title) values (?)");!

!
$stmt->bind_param("s", "my_event");!
!!

$stmt->execute();!
!
# binding parameters helps avoid !
# SQL injection attacks!!
!
!



Using the FuelPHP's "DB" class 

•  DB class gives an abstraction  
– over SQL drivers and  
– application configurations at different 

environments 
•  Automatically reads DB server address, 

DB name from configuration file. 
•  Result: 

 DB::query('SELECT	  *	  FROM	  events');	  



Example model that uses DB 
Model:	  
	  
class	  Model_Dbdemo	  extends	  Model	  {	  
	  	  	  	  public	  funcCon	  read_events()	  {	  

	  $select	  =	  DB::query("select	  *	  from	  events");	  
	  return	  $select-‐>execute()-‐>as_array();	  

	  	  	  	  }	  
}	  
	  
Controller	  ac9on:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  public	  funcCon	  acCon_model(){	  

	  	  	  	  	  $m	  =	  new	  Model_Dbdemo();	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  $data	  =	  array();	  
	  	  	  	  	  $data["events"]	  =	  $m-‐>read_events();	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  return	  Response::forge(View::forge("welcome/model",	  $data));	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  }	  

View:	  
	  
<?php	  
foreach	  ($events	  as	  $event)	  :	  	  	  	  ?>	  
<p><?php	  echo	  $event["Ctle"];?>	  
</p>	  
<?endforeach;	  ?>	  



INTRODUCING "CRUD" 



CRUD 
•  A complete data processing model does all of the 

following  
–  Creation of new records (Create) 
–  Reading the records (Read) 
–  Updating information in data store (Update) 
–  Deleting item from data store (Delete) 

•  When you implement a web-based business 
system, you will have to implement CRUD for 
different business entities you are working with. 

•  Additional methods may be necessary to ease 
working with the model 
–  Enumeration of all/some items (List) 
–  Looking for items (Search) 



FuelPHP and CRUD 

•  FuelPHP supports CRUD in two ways: 
– CRUD models (model class that provides 

CRUD functionality for database table it 
represents); 

– CRUD web form code generation, using 
scaffolding; 



CRUD in FuelPHP models 

•  FuelPHP provides a "CRUD model" – a 
base class which simplifies working with 
RDBMS and CRUD operations. 

•  Used for simple table mapping. 
•  Little configuration has to be done before 

use 
•  http://docs.fuelphp.com/classes/

model_crud/introduction.html 
– $event = Model_Event::find_by_pk(1); 



CRUD model example 
<?php!
class Model_Crudevent  extends \Model_Crud {!
     protected static $_table_name = 'events';!
     protected static $_primary_key = 'event_id';!
}!
?>!
!
This tells the engine that data is stored in table "events" with primary 
key being "event id". 
Each Model_Crudevent object will have ->start and ->title 
properties set, as there are such fields in database. 



Calling the CRUD model 
•  Somewhere in controller code: 

!$event_model = new Model_Crudevent();!
!#enumerating!
!$events = $event_model->find_all();!
!foreach ($events as $event) {!
!    $main_content.=$event->id." ".$event->title;!
!}!

!
!#updating!
!$event = Model_Crudevent::find_by_pk(1);!
!$event->title="Just modified the title!";!
!$event->save();!

!
!!



ORM: OBJECT RELATIONAL 
MAPPING 



Why use ORM? 

•  Simple CRUD model oversimplifies the 
database structure 
–  It does not care about relations between 

tables 
•  ORM (object relational mapping) 

–  Imitates DB structure in program code 
– Allows traversing the data relations. 



ORM implementations 

•  Code needs to be effective: 
– Applications should not read DB structure at 

run-time 
– The structure should be written down as 

simple as possible. 
•  Includes 

– Table structure (columns, types) 
– Table relations ("has many", "belongs to") 



Simple ORM model 
class Model_Orm_Event extends Orm\Model { 

    //default: class name minus "Model_" prefix 
    //this one is a bit different 

    protected static $_table_name = 'events'; 

     
  //default primary key: id 

    protected static $_primary_key = array('id'); 

 
    //fields to load in model instances 
    protected static $_properties = array( 

    'id', 'title', 'description',  
            'start', 'location_id, 'poster'); 

} 



ORM in FuelPHP models 
•  FuelPHP provides more advanced ORM in the ORM

\Model class 
–  Model_Crud does similar things 
–  ORM\Model allows relations between objects (has_many, 

belongs_to) 
•  ORM is useful if you prefer database generation from 

model instead of working with an existing database 
•  ORM allows defining a strictly typed data model: 

–  creating the database structure according to model 
–  creating input forms for that model 

•  validation 
•  custom labels 



Relations between models 

•  Frequently, you need not single item 
entities. 
– You need relationships between them. 

But	  what	  about	  event's	  	  
locaCon	  and	  agenda	  items?	  

Event	  
id	  
Ctle	  
date	  

Loca9on	  
id	  
Ctle	  
coordinates	  An	  event	  happens	  at	  a	  loca9on	  

Agenda	  item	  
id	  
Ctle	  

Event	  consists	  of	  several	  agenda	  items	  



Relations between objects 

•  First, develop a model for each entity: 
– Event, Location, Agenda 
– At SQL level, create foreign keys 

•  typical naming: <related_table_name>_id 
•  e.g. "agenda" has column "event_id",  

"event" has column "location_id" 

•  add "has_many", "belongs_to" 
statements to models 
– both child and parent models must define the 

relationship 



Relating models (fragment)  
use Orm\Model; 
class Model_Event extends Model { 
 protected static $_has_many = array('agendas'); 

 protected static $_belongs_to = array('location'); 

… 

class Model_Agenda extends Model { 

 protected static $_belongs_to = array('event'); 
… 

class Model_Location extends Model { 

 protected static $_has_many = array('event'); 

 

 

 

AutomaCc	  	  
pluralisaCon	  



Full example of "event" model 
class Model_Orm_Event extends Orm\Model { 

 protected static $_table_name = 'events'; 
     

 protected static $_properties = array( 
    'id', 'title', 'description',  

            'start', 'location_id, 'poster'); 
 

 protected static $_has_many = 
     array( 'agendas' => array( 
          'key_from' => 'id', 
          'model_to' => 'Model_Orm_Agenda', 
          'key_to' => 'event_id', 
          'cascade_save' => true, 
          'cascade_delete' => false) 

       ); 
 
    protected static $_belongs_to = 

     array( 'location' => array( 
         'key_from' => 'location_id', 
          'model_to' => 'Model_Orm_Location', 
          'key_to' => 'id') 

       ); 
} 



Working with related models 
•  When FuelPHP knows the relations, it can 

load related data easily. 
•  Two loading approaches exist: 

–  lazy loading   
•  You read a list of events.  

Location and agenda items are only loaded when you 
request them;  
Each request is a new DB operation 

–  eager loading 
•  You read a list of events 

Related items are loaded automatically, all items are 
collected using SQL join statement 



Working with related models (2) 
#eager and fast: finds all event entries and loads agenda 
items for each!
$events = Model_Event::find('all',  
! ! ! ! !array('related' => array('agenda')));!

!
#eager, but on request  
$events = Model_Event::find()->related('agenda')->get();!
!
#lazy !
$event = Model_Event::find(2);!
$agenda = $event->agenda;!

See	  documentaCon	  here:	  hOp://fuelphp.com/docs/packages/orm/relaCons/intro.html#usage	  



Smarter ORM implementations 

•  Read up in the documentation 
– http://docs.fuelphp.com/packages/orm/

relations/intro.html 



Building CRUD forms for models 

•  Model has much information about the data 
structure 

•  If we tell it a bit more, input forms can be 
constructed automatically  
– Field rendering preferences 
– Business rules describing data qualities 

•  FuelPHP introduces a "Fieldset" class for 
automatic form generation. 
– Fieldset reads the additional information from 

model. 



Extending $_properties for 
FIELDSET 

Model_Event extends Orm\Model!
{!
   protected static $_primary_key = array('event_id');!
   protected static $_properties = array(!
        'event_id',  
        'event_title' => array(!
            'data_type' => 'varchar',!
            'label' => 'Title of the event',!
            'validation' => array('required',  

! ! ! ! ! ! !'min_length' => array(3),  
  ! ! ! ! ! ! !'max_length' => array(200)),!
            'form' => array('type' => 'text'),!
            'default' => 'New event',!
             ),!

! !'event_date' => array(!
            'data_type' => 'datetime',!
            'label' => 'Date of the event'),!
);!
}!



Generating a fieldset: simple 
example 

$eventmodel = new Model_Orm_Event(); 
//internal ID/name of the form 
$inputform = Fieldset::forge("event"); 
//loads field information from model 
$inputform->add_model($eventmodel);  
 
//populates data from POST/GET  
$inputform->repopulate();   
 
echo $inputform->build(); 
  

Longer	  example:	  hOp://www.medianic.co.uk/arCcleitem.php?id=810	  



Problem with fieldsets 

•  Sometimes the form is not a simple list of 
keys-values 

•  In this case, use the "Form" helper and 
create the form from scratch. 



CODE GENERATION 



Introducing "oil" 
•  The "oil" command-line utility is used for application 

maintenance. 
•  One of its functions is generation of code. 
•  Typical syntax will be: 

> php oil generate <something> <params> 
•  Shorthand syntax 

–  Instead of "generate", you can write "g"  
–  If you are on non-Windows computer, you can omit "php"  
oil g controller events list show edit save 

generates a new controller named "events" with four actions: list, 
show, edit, save 



Generating models 
•  Calling the generation it: 

– oil g model event 
event_title:varchar[255] 
event_date:datetime!

•  Generates both the model script and a 
database migration script 

•  When generating a model, data types should 
be provided 

•  By default, ORM models are created 
•  If "--crud" switch is passed to the 

generator, the Model_Crud model is used 



Migrations 
•  Migration is a piece of code, used for supporting 

gradual upgrades. 
–  Migration describes a set of procedures for upgrading from 

version N to N+1 
–  Typical migration has "up()" and "down()" methods  

•  Frequently used for describing changes in database 
schema 
–  but any other changes are welcome as well 

•  Migration can be invoked from "oil" utility or from 
your custom code 

•  Typical scenario: 
–  copying the code to target environment, e.g. client's server 
–  running "migrate" to upgrade to current version 

• oil refine migrate:current!



Scaffolding 
•  Scaffolding (lat. sastatnes, stalažas) is an automated 

code generation method. 
•  It generates all required components: 

–  model 
–  controller 
–  views for edit, create, list 
–  "migrations" for DB creation 

•  These are very simple at first, but you may update 
them later. 

•  Syntax: 
–  oil g scaffold <model name> [<fields>…] 



Example scaffold 
•  Example: 
 
> oil g scaffold event event_title:varchar[255] 
event_date:datetime  
!
•  This creates: 

–  ORM model "Model_Event" 
•  automatically added fields: id, created_at, updated_at 

–  Controller "Event" with actions  
•  index (list of events) 
•  view (view a single item) 
•  create (form for new item) 
•  edit (an existing item) 
•  delete (an existing item) 

–  Views for each controller action  
•  A migration file which implements 

–  up (installing the scaffold – creation of tables) 
–  down (removing database objects) 



Structure of scaffold-generated 
CRUD code 

index	  

Controller_Events	  
-‐  acCon_index	  
-‐  acCon_view	  
-‐  acCon_create	  
-‐  acCon_edit	  
-‐  acCon_delete	  

view	  

pick	  from	  list,	  
click	  "view"	  

edit	  

pick	  from	  list,	  
click	  "edit"	  

post-‐back	  
to	  self:	  	  
update	  

delete	  

create	  
post-‐back	  
to	  self:	  	  
save	  


